


Why Domaining?

A Domain is an opportunity-rich area of future demand where 
unmet wants are great and feasible technologies are present.

 Translates business strategy into guidance for innovators

 Focuses exploration and discovery activities on high 

priority areas

 Uncovers organizational biases

 Surfaces potential technology, solution or commercial 

platforms



Type                                                  Example                           

Industry Segment Electric vehicles

Sub Segment Lithium ion batteries

Market Need   Sustainability

Technology Effect  Portable, Modular storage

Technology Form Nano-composites

Innovation Type  Product, Service, Process or 
Business Model

There are Many Types of Domains



Domains Can Be Defined at Different Levels

Level 1 – Realm: Energy
Any source of power

Level 2 – Segment: Alternative Energy 
Non-fossil

Level 3 – Class: Solar Energy
Direct sun power

Level 4 – Context: PV Modules
Packaged photovoltaic power

Level 5 – Sub-Segment: Storage Systems
Storing energy during darkness



4 Phases in the Inovo System
for developing Strategic Opportunities

ValidationDiscoveryDomaining Incubation

Domaining is the Beginning of Strategic Opportunity Development

Strategic Opportunity Development



STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY CREATION

Domaining is the Beginning of Strategic Opportunity Development

Find novel Opportunities in 
a domain or set of domains

Result: A portfolio of 
compelling opportunities

DISCOVERY
(Identification)

Validate critical aspects of 
an Opportunity before 

committing to Incubation

Result: An opportunity ready 
for market testing

DISCOVERY
(Validation)

Design, shape, and test an 
Opportunity from concept 
to commercial readiness

Result: An opportunity ready to 
be scaled

INCUBATION
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Identify domains rich with 
opportunities and aligned 

with strategic intent

Result: A set of domains 
ready for Discovery

DOMAINING
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Theme

Forces

Needs

Competitors

Strategic fit

Domain structure

Boundaries

PESTEL

Trends

Influencers Partners

States

Customers

Technologies

Business       
models

Problems

Solutions

Tipping 
points

A Domain Model Describes the Four Key Elements
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Domaining Follows a Two-Level Iterative Deepening Process 



Iterative 
Deepening™

Mind of the 
Community™

Mind of the 
Company™ Portfolio DesignFuturing
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• Method for creative 
exploration

• Efficiently 
exhausting a white 
space

• Enabling “collective 
creativity”

• Building expert 
communities

• Gathering leading 
edge insights

• Identifying 
potential partners

• Online opportunity 
voting tools

• Surfacing internal 
obstacles

• Exposing 
organizational 
biases

• Ensuring a strategic 
outcome

• Obtaining Domain 
diversity

• Challenging “not 
us” paradigms

• Avoiding status quo 
thinking

• Generating new 
Domain possibilities

• Ensuring against 
alternate futures 
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Domaining Utilizes Five Key Inovo Toolsets



Increasing investment
of time and attention

Across successively
fewer domains

23

Domain
Evolution Level 2

Level 1

Toolset #1:  Iterative Deepening is an Efficient Search 

Methodology
Iterative Deepening™ is derived from the field of search science. It’s a way to explore a large 

search space with few resources by using what’s learned to direct domain evolution in stages.



Toolset #1: Iterative Deepening is an Efficient Search 

Methodology

Iterative Deepening™ is derived from the field of search science. It’s a way to explore a large 
search space with few resources by using what’s learned to direct opportunity evolution in stages.

Level 1

Level 2

5

X 5

Across successively
fewer Domains

Increasing investment
of time and attention 
for each Domain

Domain Evolution



Toolset #1: Level 1 Domain Template (Mindmap)

Property of The Inovo Group, LLC



Example from a project involving 
a new refrigerant technology. The 
domain was called ‘Absorption 
Cooling & Heating’.

Toolset #1: Level 2 Domain Template



Toolset #2: Mind of the Community™

Extracts Insights from the Relevant Ecosystem

Components

OEMsProcessors

Raw 
Mat’ls

Retail
Complementary 

Prods & Svcs

Distribution

After-
market

Consumers

INFLUENCE

COMPONENTS

Regulatory 
Agencies

NGOs

Research 
Institutes

Media

Industry 
Associations

Testing Labs

Advertising 
Agencies

Investors

Market 
Research

Academia

VALUE 
NETWORK 

• Who else stands to benefit?

• Who stands to lose if we benefit?

• Who can influence adoption?

• Who has valuable information?

The relevant ecosystem is defined by…

• Phone engagements

• Contextual ethnography

• Virtual ethnography

Insights are gained via…



Toolset #2:  Mind of the Community™

Engages with the Ecosystem in a Variety of Ways

Phone 
Engagements

Contextual 
Ethnography

Virtual 
Ethnography



Toolset #3:  Mind of the Company™

Taps Into Wisdom of the Internal Crowd

• Role: research & domain creation; 
weekly voting events

• 2-6 people

CORE TEAM

ADVISORY TEAM

• Role: weekly reviews, debates 
& voting events

• 5-15 people

EXTENDED TEAM

• Role: monthly pairwise voting events
• 20-50 people

ONLINE VOTING TOOL

The Internal Crowd The Wisdom
• Individual outliers – why?
• Functional biases – why?
• Vertical disconnects – why?



Toolset #4: Futuring

Creates a Basis for Assessing Long-Term Viability

Brainstorm Future 
Trends and States

Select Subset for 
Further Analysis

Develop Future 
‘State’ments

• Generate dozens 
of future trends 
and future states • 12-15 in total

• Combine/divide/ 
redefine as needed

• 12-15 one-page 
analyses of future 
trends and states

Assess Domains 
Against Future States

• Assess positive or 
negative influence on 
Domain potential



Toolset #4: Future Statement Example – Autonomous Vehicles

 

Semi-Autonomous and Autonomous Vehicles June 2016 

 

evokes the Future State 

Future Statement 

Future State Description 

It took some time for the technology to be perfected and regulators to get their act together. But it is the year 2026 
and new cars coming off the lot are fully capable of autonomous operation. Semi-autonomous driving has been 
possible since 2015. Google and Apple have both licensed their technologies to traditional OEMs, and Tesla has 
developed its own. V2V and V2I communication systems are mandated on all cars, spurring a retro-fit industry to 
upgrade pre-2017 cars. Massive shifts are taking place in how consumers view and utilize vehicles. OEMs are facing 
an upheaval as car ownership is declining and shared ownership is a rapidly growing trend. While electric cars have 
made significant inroads, a majority still have IC engines. Retail gas stations are moving to a full service  and on-
site/on-road fueling model, since passengers no longer want to deal with fueling, and increasingly, driverless 
vehicles are pulling up to refuel. Meanwhile, in the face of increasing restrictions on manual driving, a few die-hard 
traditionalists are fighting to maintain the ‘Right-to-Drive’. 

1. Federal and State regulations allow the use of fully autonomous vehicles 
on public roads and liability issues are be resolved. 

2. Technology becomes failure- and idiot- proof, and consumers become 
comfortable with the idea of semi/fully autonomous vehicles  

 

Requirements (Top 2) 

• How quickly will the cost of the technology come down to enable integration into 
low-end consumer automobiles? 

• How will fully autonomous vehicles prove their safety superiority in a demonstrable 
way in order to move public opinion and then regulation? 

• Who is ultimately responsible in case of accidents? Who pays? OEM? User? 

Questions 

 

 

Evidence – Federal and State regulations allow the use of fully vehicles on public roads. 

 • “A few states are already allowing driverless vehicles.  Nevada was first in 2011 and as of the end of 2013, three 
other U.S. states, (Florida, California, and Michigan), and the District of Columbia, have enacted laws addressing 
autonomous vehicles” CDL Labor Logistics 

• NTSB urges US to mandate autonomous braking systems. Transportation Secretary Foxx Announces Plan to Add 
Two Automatic Emergency Braking Systems to Recommend Vehicle Advanced Technology Features. National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

• US government may legalize autonomous cars by July, 2016. ReadWrite 
• Volvo will take responsibility if it’s self-driving cars crash. Mercedes Benz and Google also told reporters they 

would accept liability. Car and Driver 

Evidence – Technology will become failure- and idiot- proof, and consumers will become comfortable with the idea of semi/fully autonomous vehicles 

• Tesla enables semi-autonomous driving capabilities in its cars with OTA software update. Tesla Motors 
• Market research company Frost & Sullivan reckons that by 2030, more than 40% of all vehicles in Europe are likely 

to be equipped with driverless car technology. CNN 
• About a dozen trucks from major manufacturers like Volvo and Daimler just completed a week of largely 

autonomous driving across Europe. Quartz 
• Ford and Google are creating a joint venture to build autonomous vehicles. Safe Car News 
• IBM jumps into the autonomous vehicle game. TechCrunch 
• Uber’s first self-driving car is hitting the streets. Time 

 
 



Domains
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Headwinds vs 
Tailwinds

Should vs 
Could

Demand vs 
Design

Toolset #5:  Portfolio Design Prioritizes Among Many Options



JulyJuneApril

Kick Off

Future State
Workshop

All dates and durations are approximate
A detailed schedule will be provided prior to project initiation

Final 
Review

May

Mind of the Community™ Research

Future Trends & Weak 
Signals Research

Portfolio Design

Level 2 
Review

Level 2 Domain Development

Level 1 
Review

Level 1 Domain 
Development

A Typical Domaining Project Timeline



Advisory Team
• 5-15 people at 2-8 hrs/week
• Weekly 1-2 hour meetings and occasional 

half-day or full-day workshops
• Participate in regular voting events

Core Team
• 1 project lead at >½ time
• 2-4 people at ¼ to ½ time
• 3-4 Inovo team members 
• Conduct research; develop Futures 

and Domains; conduct voting events

Extended Team
• 20-50 people at 1-2 hrs/month
• Monthly pairwise voting events

A Typical Domaining Project Team Structure



Case Stories



SERVICE

Strategy: Domain

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
An existing strong growth platform in the 

refrigerant business.

Looking for new growth domains for this 

new family of HFO molecules.

Interested in growth opportunities beyond 

product – services, business models, etc.

Explored dozens of possibilities from 

within the core to far from the core.

Engaged with individuals in dozens of 

domains to gather key insights.

Employed analytic and wisdom-of-

crowds tools to converge on the 

domains that deserved attention.

Identified 50 potential domain 

candidates; narrowed to top 10 list.

Prioritized 4 of the 10 domains for 

immediate opportunity exploration, 

including several that are not in their 

core business.

A Molecular Platform to Drive Future Growth

The Fluorine Products business had its near to medium

term future secured with proprietary ‘low global warming’

refrigerants. Now it wanted to find other domains where its

new hydrofluoroolefin molecules could create new

businesses.

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2012



SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
Leading supplier in the Aerospace industry 

with proven value proposition.

Uncertain if proven technology and value 

will translate to other domains. 

Looking for industries and applications 

where strategic investments can be made 

now for future growth.

Identified dozens of potential domains and 

hundreds of opportunities.

Undertook extensive research  in the target 

domains to understand needs.

Identified a key application and created a 

detailed roadmap showing how to proceed 

in the chosen domain.

Created a strategic program  to pursue the 

automotive space.

Established strategic partnership with large 

Tier 1 automotive supplier.

Validation of new value propositions with

first customers.

Growing a Carbon Fiber Technology Platform

AEC has a proprietary technology to design and create

complex three dimensional carbon fiber components. They

have a rapidly growing Aerospace business but their

leadership wants to identify and start investing in their next big

growth application now.

SERVICE

Opportunity: Domain, 

Discovery, Pursuit

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2010



The Inovo Group

For more information, check out our website, or drop 
Brian an e-mail.

With Inovo as collaboration partner and 
guide, clients transform their portfolios, 
cultures and future potential.

Brian Christian
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan
P: +1 (269) 930-0574
E: BChristian@TheInovoGroup.com

http://www.theinovogroup.com/

